UPDATED GUIDANCE: Riverside Lodge & Masconic Health & Rehab
May 14, 2021
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) continues to update their guidance. It is
important to note that this guidance applies to our regulated communities: Compass Point,
Riverside Lodge, and the Masonic Center for Health and Rehab.
At this time, the latest guidance from May 13, 2021, does not apply to regulated Healthcare
facilities.
As a reminder, people are considered fully vaccinated for COVID-19 when it’s been ≥2 weeks
after their second dose in a 2-dose series (Pfizer-BioNTech or Moderna), or ≥2 weeks after they
have received a single-dose vaccine (Johnson and Johnson (J&J)/Janssen).
This can be complex in group settings, like our campus, so we are summarizing below for your
specific area.
To keep our staff and residents safe the following represents current guidance for residents,
families, and staff to follow while at Riverside Lodge and the Masonic Center for Health and
Rehab.
We encourage all individuals, regardless of vaccination status, to wash their hands/sanitize
regularly. Please DO NOT participate in anything on campus if you are not feeling well.
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Guidance may continue to change, so please visit our website at
https://www.threepillars.org/COVID-19.htm for the latest information.
Below is a checklist of activities with the required prevention measures based on your
vaccination status. This is not intended to cover every situation. If at any time you have any
questions please contact Bruce Schlei at 262.965.7212 or email.
PLEASE NOTE:
•
•
•

In indoor public spaces, all people must wear a mask at all times – employees, visitors,
and vendors will also always wear a face shield/goggles when indicated.
We will verbally ask external visitors their vaccination status prior to a resident visit
While some scenarios will no longer require masking or distancing, please always have
the mask we provide you after screening with you in case the need arises to wear one.
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DEFINITIONS

= No mask needed, no social distancing, screen, sign up for visits, and practice good
hand hygiene.

= All participants wear a mask, social distance, screen, sign up for visits, and practice
good hand hygiene.
ONLY IF ALL
PARTICIPANTS
VACCINATED

VISITATION
All visitors must wear surgical mask and face
shield (when indicated) in indoor public
areas, regardless of vaccination status.

UNVACCINATED/UNKNOWN
INCLUDING YOURSELF

Visit with other people indoors in a
private area.
*Vaccinated resident may
waive mask and distancing
requirement for private visit.
Visit with other people outdoors.

Visit friends in other buildings in a
private area.
*Must mask while traveling in indoor
public areas. Residents and external
visitors must follow building guidelines,
including signing up and screening.
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ONLY IF ALL
PARTICIPANTS ARE
VACCINATED

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES

UNVACCINATED/UNKNOWN
INCLUDING YOURSELF

Walk, run, or bike, or visit outdoors
with others.
Attend outdoor event on Three Pillars’
campus.
Participate in outdoor functions
across campus (in a building other
than your own).
*Must mask while traveling in indoor
public areas.

ONLY IF ALL
PARTICIPANTS ARE
VACCINATED

INDOOR ACTIVITIES | DINING

UNVACCINATED/UNKNOWN
INCLUDING YOURSELF

Go to Beauty Shop and/or Barber at
Three Pillars.
Dine together in Three Pillars’ dining
rooms.
Attend indoor events at Three Pillars.

Participate in functions across
campus. (In a building other than your
own).
*Must mask while traveling in indoor
public areas.
Attend worship.

Attend fitness classes.
*Wellness Connection remains closed
for now.
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ONLY IF ALL
PARTICIPANTS ARE
VACCINATED

OUTINGS

UNVACCINATED/UNKNOWN
INCLUDING YOURSELF

Three Pillars’ group transportation.

Not available.
May arrange on own.

Go to public indoor places on outings
(restaurants, shopping centers,
theaters, museums).

RESIDENT FAQs:
1. Does my family still need to screen in and sign up for visits? Yes, we ask all visitors to
please continue to use our SignUp Genius site so we’re aware of the visitors in the
building at one time to ensure the core principles of infection prevention are
maintained.
2. May I sit on the patio with my visitor? Yes, and masks are not required for small outdoor
gatherings, regardless of vaccination status.
3. Can MCHR & RSL resume activities together; for example Church Service at MCHR? Yes.
See above.
4. If an unvaccinated volunteer wants to work with residents, what would be the protocol
for them and those attending their program? All must wear a mask and social distance.
5. Can residents have more than 2 visitors at a time if they are all vaccinated? Outdoors
yes, but indoors no. With the current renovation we have limited space at this time.
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